Flow not so fast ye fountains

John Dowland

#8 from The Third and Last Book of Ayres
Gentle springs, gentle - springs freshly your salt tears

Gentle springs, gentle springs freshly your salt tears

Gentle springs, gentle, gentle springs freshly your salt

Gentle springs, gentle springs freshly your salt

tears must still fall dropping, must still fall dropping,

must still, still fall dropping, still fall dropping,

must still, must still fall dropping, falling,

tears must still fall dropping, still fall dropping,
ping, must still fall dropping.

must still, still fall dropping, still fall dropping.

must still, still fall dropping, falling dropping, falling

dropping, must still fall dropping, still falling dropping,

dropping, must still fall dropping, still falling dropping,

dropping, still falling dropping, still falling dropping,

dropping, still falling dropping, still falling dropping,

dropping, still falling dropping, still falling dropping,

dropping, still falling dropping, still falling dropping,
ping from their spheres.

fall dropping, from their spheres. Must still spheres.

dropping from their spheres. Must still spheres.